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Executive Summary

T

here is a wide gap between the quality of health care services Americans receive and the care they should
receive. Patient safety shortcomings, including preventable adverse events and health care-associated
infections, occur too frequently. Health care purchasers can use their leverage to improve patient safety by
rewarding high quality, safe performance and encouraging correction of poor performance.
In January 2005, the first U.S. policy related to nonpayment for preventable conditions was implemented by
HealthPartners, a not-for-profit health maintenance organization based in Minnesota. The federal government,
through the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Medicare program, and state agencies in twelve
states (Colorado, Kansas, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Oregon,
Pennsylvania and Washington), have followed HealthPartners. They no longer pay (or in Maryland’s case, adjust
the payment for) the increased cost of the hospitalization for the care that results when the patient is harmed.
In October 2009, NASHP convened and facilitated a dialogue among high-level state and national leaders to
discuss 1)issues related to nonpayment of adverse events and 2)priority issues for future state/federal dialogue.
NASHP synthesized background information about nonpayment for adverse events which has been augmented by
meeting discussion to produce this report.
Key lessons from state and federal purchasers’ experiences implementing nonpayment policies include:
•

Nonpayment for preventable adverse events or conditions represents one initial, relatively easy, visible, and
noncontroversial step to purchasing quality care. These policies are an opportunity for purchasers to use
their leverage to drive system improvement.

•

Alignment of nonpayment policies is occurring among state and federal policymakers, and among purchasers, providers, and the public. They have aligned around a consistent message that the current state of
patient safety is unacceptable.

•

Purchasers adopt nonpayment policies as a quality improvement tool. Cost savings are not a driver, although as purchasers expand the list of events for which payment will be denied or adjusted in the future,
there will be more potential for costs savings.

•

Purchasers encounter complicated implementation issues related to nonpayment policies; nevertheless,
Medicare’s nonpayment policy provides a basis to inform state policies.

•

Nonpayment policies are an opportunity to build momentum toward broader system change. Most states
that have adopted nonpayment policies have done so as part of broader agendas that build on public/private collaboration to improve quality and reduce costs.

•

Alignment of state and federal policies should not stifle innovation; experimentation is needed prior to
standardization. Federal policy should provide a floor but not a ceiling, so states can use their unique
expertise and experiences to drive systems improvement.

Participants see aligning federal and state nonpayment policies as one of many areas in which future alignment
between federal and state policies can advance health system reform.
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Building the Case for Nonpayment

P

atient care is not as safe as it should be. Research shows that there is a wide gap between the quality of health care services that Americans receive and the care that they should receive.1 It is widely
recognized that many patients in the United States, even those with health insurance, do not receive
appropriate, evidence-based health care. One major study found that patients receive only 55 percent of
recommended care.2
Among the goals for the health care system is the avoidance of sickness or injury to patients from the care
that is intended to help them. However, according to the Institute of Medicine (IOM), more people die
annually in hospitals as the result of adverse events than the number of deaths due to motor vehicle or
workplace accidents, AIDS, or breast cancer.3 In many cases evidence-based methods are available that can
prevent these deaths and injuries. Health care costs represent more than half the estimated total costs of
preventable adverse events that occur in hospitals ($17 to $29 billion).4 Since the release of these numbers, major studies have substantiated errors in other care settings, including ambulatory care settings and
nursing homes, as well as errors of omission.5 A Centers for Disease Control and Prevention study concluded that 99,000 patients a year die as the result of healthcare-associated infections.6 Almost all of those
deaths, experts say, are preventable.7
Table 1 provides definitions, examples, and sources of various terms frequently referenced in nonpayment
policies described below.

Table 1: Frequently used terms in nonpayment policies
Term
Healthcareassociated
infection
(HAI)

Definition
An infection that a patient acquires while
receiving treatment for medical or surgical
conditions.

Hospital
acquired
condition
(HAC)

A condition that is a) high cost or high
volume or both, b) results in the assignment
of a case to an MS-DRG that has a higher
payment when present as a secondary
diagnosis, and c) could reasonably have
been prevented through the application of
evidence-based guidelines.

Serious
reportable
event (SRE)

Unambiguous, serious, preventable adverse
events that concern both the public and
healthcare providers and could form the
basis for a national reporting system that
would lead to substantial improvements in
patient safety. SREs are identifiable and
measurable, and their risk of occurrence is
significantly influenced by the policies and
procedures of healthcare organizations.

Examples
Surgical site
infection, central
line-associated
bloodstream
infection, ventilatorassociated
pneumonia, and
catheter-associated
urinary tract infection
Foreign object
retained after surgery,
pressure ulcer stages
III and IV (For a
complete list of
HACs, see Appendix
A).

Source
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS),
HHS Action Plan to Prevent
Healthcare-Associated
Infections: Executive
Summary, (Washington, D.C.:
DHHS, June 2009.)
Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS)

(CMS, Hospital-acquired
Conditions (HAC) and
Present on Admission (POA)
Reporting. Washington, D.C:
CMS, October 2008.)
National Quality Forum
Surgery performed
(NQF) (NQF, Serious
on wrong patient,
Reportable Events in
infant discharged to
the wrong person
Healthcare 2006 Update:
(For a complete list of A Consensus Report.
SREs, see Appendix
(Washington, D.C.: NQF,
C).
2007), vi).
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Purchasers can advance the patient safety agenda

P

urchasers end up paying for additional care consequent to adverse events when insurance premiums
increase in anticipation of future care that would not have been necessary were proper care assured.
They can use their leverage to improve patient safety by rewarding high quality, safe performance
and encouraging correction of poor performance. According to The Commonwealth Fund’s Commission
on a High Performance Health System, rewarding performance for quality and efficiency through payment
systems is one concrete step that could improve the value of health care in the United States.8
In January 2005, the first U.S. policy related to nonpayment for preventable conditions was implemented
by HealthPartners, a not-for-profit health maintenance organization based in Minnesota. HealthPartners
does not pay for services associated with any of 27 “never events” or allow providers to bill members.
The events are the serious reportable events identified by National Quality Forum (NQF) in its 2002
report, Serious Reportable Events in Healthcare.9 (See Appendix C for list of NQF events)
Since 2005, the federal government and states have followed in the steps of HealthPartners by implementing nonpayment policies related to preventable adverse events.

The Federal government takes a leadership role in refusing to pay for select conditions and
events

The federal government set the stage for nonpayment for preventable conditions with the Quality Adjustments in Diagnosis-Related Group (DRG) Payments for Certain Hospital Acquired Infections, a part of the
Deficit Reduction Act of 2005. This provision requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
identify conditions that:
•
•
•

are high-cost, high-volume or both
result in the assignment of a case to a DRG that has a higher payment when present as a secondary diagnosis, and
could reasonably have been prevented through the application of evidence-based guidelines.10

If a condition is not present on admission but is acquired during the hospital stay (as evidenced by new
reporting requirements), the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)’ Medicare program
will no longer pay the increased cost of the hospitalization for the care that results when the patient is
harmed. The Medicare program may revise the list of conditions, but it will always contain at least two
conditions. Medicare also prohibits the hospital from billing the beneficiary for the difference between the
lower and higher payment rates.11
In the Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) fiscal year 2008 final rule, the CMS Medicare program collaborated with public health and infectious disease experts from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention to select categories of conditions, and added additional conditions in the IPPS fiscal year
2009 final rule.12
In January 2009, CMS issued three national coverage determinations (NCDs) to prevent Medicare from
paying for certain preventable surgical errors.13 Medicare does not cover any services related to these
non-covered services. Unlike the provisions mentioned above, which affect only payments to hospitals for
inpatient stays, these NCDs may affect payment to hospitals, physicians, and any other health care providers and suppliers involved in surgeries.14
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This federal policy, intended to encourage value-based purchasing, was informed by research on avoidable
costs and preventability of certain conditions. Medicare adopted these payment policies to encourage
hospitals to 1) reduce the likelihood of hospital acquired conditions such as certain infections, advanced
bed sores, or fractures; and 2) reduce preventable medical errors, such as performing surgery on the
wrong body part.
This Medicare nonpayment policy, like many federal programs and policies, can support or inhibit state efforts. Policy change at the federal level can spur change at the state level, as well as among private payers
and providers. This policy is widely considered to have been the catalyst that sparked other public and
private payers to adopt policies to not pay for certain adverse events.15
In addition to implementing this policy within the Medicare program, CMS, via its Center for Medicaid
and State Operations (CMSO), provided guidance to states on implementing similar policies within Medicaid. In a 2008 letter to state Medicaid directors, CMSO detailed how and why to implement a Medicaid
policy that aligns with Medicare’s nonpayment policy.16 The letter encourages states to adopt the same
nonpayment policies outlined in the final Medicare rule.17 Moreover, the letter encourages states to consider implementing policies that go beyond the Medicare policy by, for example, drawing from the full list
of NQF serious reportable events. In short, CMS and CMSO have made clear that “payment and performance need to be linked” at both the state and federal levels.18

States take action on patient safety
Many states recognize the reduction of preventable adverse events and conditions is a significant opportunity to not only improve individual care experiences but to also contain costs, expand access, improve
population health, and improve health system performance. As large purchasers, regulators, conveners,
and providers of health care services states have many opportunities to improve patient safety and safeguard the public. Safety is only one area of focus for states within a broader quality agenda.
Since states purchase health care for a sizable share of the market, they have an important role in addressing medical errors and patient safety and can influence the quality and safety of health care. The
Medicaid and CHIP programs spend more than $320 billion per year in state and federal funding; Medicaid and CHIP are among the country’s major purchasers of health care and account for one-sixth of all
health care spending in the U.S.19
With momentum at the state and national levels to reform the U.S. health care system, state and federal
leaders have an opportunity to identify ways to align efforts and advance reform agendas that focus on
improving health system performance. Nonpayment policies for preventable conditions represent such an
opportunity.

Project methodology
In October 2009, NASHP convened and facilitated a dialogue among high-level state and national leaders
to discuss 1)issues related to non-payment of adverse events and 2)priority issues for future dialogue.
NASHP conducted an environmental scan and synthesized background information about nonpayment
for adverse events, which has been augmented by meeting discussion to produce this report. A separate
issue brief addresses priority issues raised for future state/federal dialogue.
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Current Status of State and Federal Nonpayment Policies

N

ASHP identified 12 states (at least one payer per state) that deny payment (or in Maryland’s
case adjust payments) for some type of adverse events or preventable conditions (see Table
2.)

Table 2: State payers with policies that prohibit payment for certain preventable conditions as of
December 2009
State

Payer(s) Affected by Policy

Colorado

Medicaid

Kansas

Medicaid

Maine

All payers

Maryland*

All payers

Massachusetts

Medicaid, Health Safety Net (for state residents without access to affordable health
insurance), Commonwealth Connector (for uninsured state residents), Group
Insurance Commission (for state and other municipalities’ employees, retirees,
survivors/dependents), Department of Correction

Minnesota

Medicaid, General Assistance Medical Care (for low-income adults without children),
and Minnesota Care (for state residents without access to affordable health insurance)

Missouri

Medicaid

New Jersey

All payers

New York

Medicaid

Oregon

Public Employee Benefits Board, Oregon Educators Benefit Board

Pennsylvania

Medicaid

Washington

Medicaid (in effect January 1, 2010)

* Maryland’s policy is unique in that it uses an adjusted payment as opposed to nonpayment for identified conditions. See
page 12 for further clarification.

Among the 12 states with nonpayment policies, all but Oregon have established them within their
Medicaid program. Other public payers include public employee health plans (Massachusetts and
Oregon), and other publicly funded programs (Massachusetts and Minnesota). Massachusetts also
includes the Department of Correction. Policies in Maine, Maryland, and New Jersey apply to all public
payers.
Additional states are considering similar policies:
•

Legislation (Assembly Bill 542) pending in the California State Assembly proposes the development of regulations to align state payment policies with those adopted by CMS relating to
hospital acquired conditions.

•

According to the Center for Medicaid and State Operations at CMS, as of December 2009,
nine states have been approved for state plan amendments to modify their Medicaid payment
policies to reflect the Medicare nonpayment policy. In addition to Kansas, New Jersey, and
New York State, listed above, Florida, Idaho, Indiana, Nebraska, Utah, and Wisconsin have been
approved. A request is pending in Connecticut.
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In addition to the actions that state governments take independently, they also partner with the private
sector. Recently, NASHP identified 10 states with public-private partnerships dedicated to statewide quality improvement.20 These public-private partnerships help states streamline quality improvement efforts;
state partnerships have focused on payment reform as one broad strategy to improve quality and system
performance. One of these partnerships, the Colorado Center for Improving Value in Health Care, is
building upon the Colorado Medicaid nonpayment policy to create a statewide nonpayment policy expansion beyond hospital settings and beyond Medicaid.
Meeting participants noted that the states with nonpayment policies are leaders in quality improvement
and patient safety initiatives, and are building on previous initiatives when adopting nonpayment policies.
These states are well represented among those leading the way in developing public/private strategic partnerships and agendas for health systems improvement. They are operating adverse event reporting systems to collect reports from facilities about adverse events, with the intent of improving patient safety;21
developing policies to advance medical homes;22 have active patient safety coalitions;23 rank in the top or
second quartile on the 2009 State Scorecard on health system performance;24 and have hospitals that
have agreed voluntarily not to bill for certain preventable conditions.

Review of nonpayment policies for preventable conditions
Table 3 provides comparable information on the twelve identified state and the federal nonpayment policies for preventable conditions. Appendix A contains a detailed list of events specified in state and federal
nonpayment policies.

Table 3: Crosswalk of State and Federal policies that deny or adjust payment for certain
preventable events

Program

Events Denied
Payment25

Effective Date
(Authorization)

Facilities
Targeted

Event
Identification

Claim
Determination

Prohibition
on Patient
Billing26

Centers for
Medicare
and Medicaid
Services,
Medicare

Hospital
Acquired
Conditions

Oct. 1, 2008

General
acute care
hospitals

Present on
Admission
(POA) indicators
within hospital
discharge data

Prospective

Yes

Prospective

Yes

POA indicators;
Prospective
claims coding –
ICD-9 or E-codes

Yes

Preventable
Surgical Errors

Colorado
Medicaid

(Aug. 22, 2007,
Federal Register,
page 47201.
Aug. 19, 2008,
(Federal Register
/ Vol. 73, No.
161)
January 15, 2009
(National
Coverage
Determination
Decision Memos
CAG-00402N,
CAG-00403N,
and CAG00401N)
Oct. 1, 2009

Serious
Reportable
(E.O. D006 09)
Events/24-Hour
Readmissions

General
POA indicators
and acute
care
hospitals
and
ambulatory
surgical
centers
Hospitals
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Table 3: Crosswalk of State and Federal policies that deny or adjust payment for certain preventable
events (continued)
Program

Events Denied
Payment25

Kansas Medicaid Hospital
(Kansas Medical Acquired
Conditions
Assistance
Program)

Preventable
Surgical Errors

Maine
(all payers)

Maryland
Health Services
Cost Review
Commission

Mistakes or
Preventable
Adverse Events

Maryland
Hospital
Acquired
Conditions

Effective Date
(Authorization)

Serious
(5 agencies: Of- Reportable
fice of Medicaid, Events
Health Safety
Net, Commonwealth Connector, Group
Insurance Commission, and
Department of
Correction)

Event
Identification

Claim
Determination

Prohibition
on Patient
Billing26

POA indicators

Prospective

Yes

General
POA indicators
and acute
care hospitals
Hospitals
Not specified
and
ambulatory
surgical
centers

Prospective

Yes

Not specified

Yes

Jan. 23, 2009,
General
or October
acute care
2008 for claims
hospitals
processed and
paid after January
23
(Medicaid
bulletin)
Pending

July 18, 2008
(P.L. Chapter
605)
Amended Sept.
12, 2009
(P.L. Chapter 31)
July 1, 2009
(Commission
vote)

(all payers)

Massachusetts

Facilities
Targeted

June 16, 2009
(Interagency
policy)

Hospitals

POA indicators
Prospective
and use of 3M
Health Information Systems
Potentially Preventable Complications Methodology 27
Prospective
Hospitals,
Provider
ambulatory preventability
surgery
determination
centers,
and serious
physicians reportable
event report.
Providers should
establish written
procedures to
notify payers of
the occurrence of
an event

N/A

Yes
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Table 3: Crosswalk of State and Federal policies that deny or adjust payment for certain preventable
events (continued)
Program

Events Denied
Payment25

Effective Date
(Authorization)

Facilities
Targeted

Event
Identification

Claim
Determination

Prohibition
on Patient
Billing26

Minnesota

Hospital
Acquired
Conditions

July 2009

Hospitals,
physicians

POA indicators,
procedure codes

Prospective
and
Retrospective

Yes

Hospitals
and
ambulatory
surgical
centers

POA indicators
and claims
coding – ICD-9
or E-codes

Prospective29

Yes

TBD30

Prospective

Yes

(3 programs:

Medicaid (Medical Assistance),
General Assistance Medical
Care, and MinnesotaCare)
Missouri
Preventable
Medicaid
Serious Adverse
(MO Healthnet) Events or
Hospital or
Ambulatory
Surgical Center
Acquired
Conditions
New Jersey
Hospital
Acquired
(all payers)
Conditions
(also referred
to as Medical
Errors)
New York
Serious Adverse
Medicaid
(Never) Events
(SAE)

(Chapter
256.969 subd.
3b 256B.0625
subd. 3)

June 30, 200928
(13 C.S.R. 7015.200)

Feb. 2010

General
acute care
(P.L. 2009, c.122) hospitals,
physicians

Oct. 1, 2008
(3 events;
Medicaid bulletin)
Nov. 1, 2009
(10 more events;
Medicaid bulletin)

General
acute care
hospitals

POA indicators
Retrospective
(SAE items
#11, #12, and
#13 as listed in
Appendix A)
Mandatory
Hospital SelfReporting using
three identifying
rate codes followed by an Independent Review
Process

Yes
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Table 3: Crosswalk of State and Federal policies that deny or adjust payment for certain preventable
events (continued)
Program

Events Denied
Payment25

Effective Date
(Authorization)

Oregon Public
Employee
Benefits Board
(PEBB)
Oregon
Educators
Benefit Board
(OEBB)

Serious Adverse Jan. 1, 2010 31
Events
(Health plan
contract)

Pennsylvania
Medicaid
(Medical
Assistance)

Preventable
Jan.14, 2008
General
Serious Adverse
acute care
(Title 55 Pa.Code hospitals
Events
Chapters 1101,
1150, and 1163
Subchapter A)

Event
Identification

Claim
Determination

Prohibition
on Patient
Billing26

Hospitals

PEBB/OEBB will
request ad hoc
reports for the
first year (2010)
with additional
reporting
requirements
developed after
data collection;
PEBB’s selfinsured carrier
most likely uses
POA indicators,
among other
tools.
Hospital
utilization
review, POA
indicators, and
selected ICD-9
codes identified
through claims
submission.

Retrospective

Yes

Retrospective

Yes

Health care
providers
and
facilities
Hospitals
Facility reporting Retrospective
of adverse events
to Department of
Health or POA
indicators

Yes

Oct.1, 2009
(Health plan
contract)

June 2010
(Act 1 of 2009)
Washington
Medicaid

Facilities
Targeted

Hospital
Acquired
Conditions and
Adverse Events

Jan. 1, 2010
(WAC 388-5501650)
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Analysis of Nonpayment Policies
No state or federal policies existed prior to 2008
All nonpayment policies are relatively recent. Pennsylvania’s policy was the first to be enacted in January
2008, prior to CMS’ Medicare policy. In most cases, states established nonpayment policies through the
legislative or regulatory process, as in Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Washington. Other mechanisms states have used are Medicaid bulletins (two states), and an executive order or
interagency policy (one state each).
States provide various rationales for the enactment of nonpayment policies, from alignment with Medicare
policy and building on broader quality improvement agendas to sending a visible message about intentions to address poor quality care and moving toward value-based purchasing. Pennsylvania initially developed its policy to conform to the Department of Public Welfare’s (Medicaid’s umbrella agency) responsibility to ensure payment only for medically necessary services. Preventable serious adverse events are by
their nature non-medically necessary care. The Kansas Health Policy Authority intended to align with the
Medicare policy and built on its vision principle of emphasizing positive outcomes, safety, and efficiency,
with care based on best practices and evidence-based medicine.

Events or conditions denied payment often correspond with those identified by Medicare or
the National Quality Forum
Nonpayment policies refer to events or conditions denied payment using various terminology, including
serious reportable events, hospital (or ambulatory surgical center) acquired conditions, mistakes, preventable adverse events, and medical errors. Despite the variety of terms, most policies reference or use either
the Medicare policy’s list of hospital acquired conditions (5 states) or the NQF’s list of serious reportable
events (6 states). Maryland and New Jersey reference neither. Maryland’s list of 50 conditions, derived
from a list of 64 Potentially Preventable Complications (PPC) developed through a contract with 3M
Health Information Systems, includes the most conditions. New Jersey’s list of four conditions is shortest. In discussing variability among lists, many of the payers present noted that the list of events included
in their policies required negotiation with providers. Participants emphasized the need to base payment
decisions on evidence related to events or conditions on the list, and pointed out that hospital acquired
conditions as defined in Medicare policy may not be as applicable to Medicaid, which, unlike Medicare,
serves mostly children and beneficiaries who more often lose and regain eligibility.
There is overlap among the Medicare policy’s list of hospital acquired conditions and the NQF’s list of
serious reportable events. In the 2008 final rule, CMS selected categories of conditions, some of which
were included in the NQF’s list. In the 2009 final rule, CMS added an additional condition that is closely
related to one of NQF’s events. In January 2009, CMS added three more events from the NQF list
through the National Coverage Determination process described earlier.
Despite overlap and intermingling of terms, meeting participants pointed out that there are critical
distinctions between terms that have implications for payment policies. Meeting participants also noted
the need to distinguish events and conditions that are reasonably preventable from those that should
be considered always preventable. As evidence of preventability improves, future payment policies may
distinguish between events for which payment is denied (“always” preventable, e.g. “never” events) and
those for which payment is adjusted (“usually” preventable, e.g. healthcare-associated infections). They
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also pointed out differences in frequency of occurrence (serious reportable events are far less common
than healthcare-associated infections), which have implications for potential safety improvements and
cost savings.
The payer’s payment system and methodology influence the implementation of nonpayment policies.
Many of the states with nonpayment policies use Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRG), Medicare Severity
(MS) DRGs, or All Patient Refined (APR) DRGs which provide a more straightforward mechanism to deny
payment. The DRG system provides an extra payment for complicating conditions; the Medicare program
used this opportunity to define which complicating conditions did not merit this additional payment.
States that pay on a per diem basis encounter more complexities in determining exactly for what they are
denying payment.
In Maryland’s case, in recognition that the conditions it includes are not entirely preventable all of the
time, the Health Services Cost Review Commission has chosen a different strategy in which payments
are adjusted based on conditions. It has established a benchmark based on the statewide average for
each of its conditions. It then calculates the expected rate for each hospital based on its patient mix
and compares the expected rate to the actual rate. If a hospital’s actual rate of conditions is lower than
expected, the hospital will receive an overall percentage increase in its payment rates in the following year.
If a hospital’s actual rate of conditions is higher than one would expect, it will receive an overall percentage decrease in its payment rates the following year (within a range of approximately 1 to 2 percentage
point changes for the highest and lowest performing hospitals). Hospitals at or near the statewide average
levels would have little to no change in their rates. Maryland anticipates that this approach will bring the
statewide averages down over time, with the bar raised from year to year.
Meeting participants believe that nonpayment for preventable adverse events is an unassailable first step
in eliminating payment for poor quality; all agreed that providers should not be paid for harming patients.
They also noted that in order to change the culture of the delivery system, the list of events denied payment would need to expand in the future.

Nonpayment policies most frequently apply to hospitals
All nonpayment policies reviewed affect payment provided to hospitals. Three states (Maine, Massachusetts, and Missouri) also include ambulatory surgery centers, and three (Massachusetts, Minnesota, and
New Jersey) include physicians. These three policies prohibit payers from covering physicians' services related to the provision of care related to a treatment for which hospital reimbursement is prohibited, if the
physicians' services are billed by a physician who delivered care that contributed to or caused the adverse
health care event or hospital acquired condition. Pennsylvania’s policy applies to the greatest number of
provider types, with plans to expand from hospitals to health care and nursing facilities.

Policies prohibit billing of patients for services denied payment
Nonpayment policies expressly prohibit billing or balance-billing of patients for services related to preventable events and conditions. In some cases, nonpayment policies also expressly prohibit billing next
of kin, patient’s employers, or other third party payers. Massachusetts requires that patients be informed
of events that are part of their care for which payment is denied. Given Maryland’s unique approach of
adjusting rates based on overall performance, it is not possible for a hospital to bill any particular patient
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based on an adverse event or condition. Appendix B contains nonpayment policy language concerning
patient billing.

Events are most often identified through present on admission coding
In most cases, state and federal payers use present on admission (POA) coding within hospital discharge
billing data to identify events or conditions for which payment will be denied. POA indicators distinguish
between conditions that are present at admission and those that arise during hospital stays and can be
considered complications, such as pressure ulcers or healthcare-associated infections. CMS required
all Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) hospitals to begin submitting POA information on all
primary and secondary diagnoses for inpatient discharges on their Medicare claims on October 1, 2007.
Some states require POA coding for other payers as well.
In addition to using POA codes, Minnesota, New York State and Washington State also compare facility
self-reporting of events to state adverse event reporting systems. Massachusetts uses this approach as
well, and expects providers to establish written procedures to notify payers of the occurrence of an event.
Maryland established acceptable ranges for POA coding and examined the quality of coding for a year to
ensure accuracy prior to reducing payments. The New York State Department of Health developed three
new rate codes to be used when one of ten adverse events occurs. Using one of the three codes indicates that a serious adverse event has occurred for which Medicaid will deny or reduce payment for the
admission. The Department of Health identifies claims billed with these codes and instructs its review
agent (Island Peer Review Organization) to request the medical record for the admission and conduct a
case review.
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Value and Alignment of Nonpayment Policies
Nonpayment policies motivate and support broad system delivery change and quality
improvement

Meeting participants agreed that nonpayment policies are valuable not only as conversation starters, but
also for motivating and supporting broad system delivery change and quality improvement. For participants, nonpayment for preventable events or conditions is a clear-cut, easily justified policy decision. The
notion that payment should not be expected for something unnecessary or avoidable is one about which
providers, payers, and the public can all agree. Articles and blogs have commented that consumers do not
pay for mistakes when purchasing most commodities or services (e.g., food, hair care, car repairs), and the
same principle should apply to health care as well.32 Participants noted that for this reason, the topic of
nonpayment for preventable adverse events or conditions was a relatively easy place to find consensus
among policy makers and providers. The issue brought new and existing stakeholders to the table, including an array of providers, which created forums for sharing ideas.
At the same time, participants noted that nonpayment policies are crude instruments that are still in their
infancy, and the logistics of implementing these policies are complicated. Payers must cope with issues
such as which events or conditions to select for nonpayment, how to define those events or conditions,
how to handle an event or condition that occurs during a care transition or in an ambulatory or long-term
care setting, how and whether to differentiate between events that are “always” or “usually” preventable,
how to handle under or non-reporting of events and the possibility that such policies could increase nonreporting, how to pay for treatment or remediation of damage caused by errors and potential cost shifting
to pay for this care, and more generally, how to keep the focus on improving the care delivery system
rather than assigning provider blame. Ongoing dialogue is essential to begin to understand these broad
policy questions and incorporate lessons from other kinds of quality improvement and patient safety policies and initiatives.
A challenge commonly noted was that of characterizing nonpayment as a quality improvement strategy.
Since nonpayment by definition affects finances, policy makers may focus on capturing and reallocating
dollars; as a result, nonpayment policies are erroneously perceived as cost containment strategies as opposed to quality or health system performance improvement strategies. Currently, costs savings are not a
driver of these nonpayment policies, since many of the preventable conditions rarely occur. Nevertheless,
savings could be noteworthy.33 Participants noted that if nonpayment policies expand beyond serious
adverse events to include healthcare-associated infections, cost savings could be significant. Pennsylvania
has estimated a cost of $3.5 million each year for hospital acquired conditions.34
Meeting participants emphasized that despite implementation challenges, nonpayment policies are valuable because they can help drive and support systemic improvements. They noted that nonpayment policies strengthened ongoing efforts by adding momentum, and by spurring discussion among stakeholders
of concrete ways to align payment with high-quality and safe care. As previously noted, the twelve states
with nonpayment policies are leaders in quality and patient safety and have numerous, coordinated initiatives planned and underway. State officials emphasized that strong relationships with provider communities have enabled them to implement multiple quality improvement and patient safety activities. Participating states also underscored that for them, a nonpayment policy represents a single component of a
broad, statewide strategy for and commitment to improved system performance. They continuously exNonpayment For Preventable Events And Conditions: Aligning State And Federal Policies To Drive Health System Improvement
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amine policies and initiatives to see how they might better complement each other. For example, meeting
participants discussed how events reported into adverse event reporting systems relate to events denied
payment, and how events identified through these separate systems might be used to cross-validate each
other. Overall, private health plans and state purchasers alike shared the concept that nonpayment is one
step toward the larger, inter-related issues of value-based purchasing and system redesign.

Alignment of state and federal policies helps to accomplish shared goals
Meeting participants supported aligning state and federal policies regarding nonpayment for preventable
conditions. Alignment supports consistency in efforts, sends a strong unified message to a broader audience, and increases the leverage of each payer.
Meeting participants indicated that despite differences in some operational issues, the various nonpayment policies all send a consistent message that the current state of patient safety is unacceptable. Payers are aligning with consumers and providers who have already voiced this concern, and are taking action
to use their leverage to improve care. Several states indicated that the state nonpayment policy also
provided an opportunity for private payers to follow suit and align with the state’s policy.
Meeting participants also pointed out that although the lists of events denied payment among various
state and federal policies differ, the Medicare list and the NQF list contain many similar or identical events
and conditions. States that use either of these lists as the basis of their policies are aligning broadly if not
in all specific measures.
Participants underscored the role of Medicare in providing leadership on this issue. The Medicare policy
can provide states with political cover to help in their adoption of similar policies. For states with few resources, Medicare’s policy provides a template that other payers can use to avoid the need to experiment.
The group expressed a need for national norms and benchmarks, including clear definitions of events and
conditions.
At the same time, participants expressed concern about standardization. Alignment should not stifle
innovation. Payers that have developed policies that are more aggressive than the Medicare policy fear
alignment could represent a step backwards. Meeting participants agreed that federal policy should provide a floor but not a ceiling. They also expressed concern about implications for future payment reform if
standardization is required. Although policies may be aligned at the federal level, implementation continues to occur at the state level.
Participants also stressed that policy alignment must build on the unique expertise and resources that
states and federal agencies currently have at their disposal. Medicare has research abilities, while Medicaid
can offer expertise in payment models. For their part, states have on-the-ground experience with implementing policies as well as the flexibility to use a trial-and-error approach.
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Conclusion

S

tate and federal purchasers are aligning around the understanding that nonpayment for serious
reportable events and/or hospital acquired conditions is an unassailable step in eliminating payment
for poor quality care and helping to drive health system improvement. Key lessons and recommendations from state and federal purchasers’ experiences implementing nonpayment policies include:
•

Nonpayment for preventable adverse events or conditions represents a first, relatively easy, visible, and noncontroversial step to purchasing for quality care. These policies are an opportunity
for purchasers to use their leverage to drive quality and systems improvement.

•

Alignment of nonpayment policies is occurring at various levels—among state and federal policymakers and among purchasers, providers, and the public. They have aligned around a consistent
message that the current state of patient safety is unacceptable.

•

Purchasers adopt nonpayment policies as a quality improvement tool. Cost savings are not a driver, although as purchasers expand the list of events for which payment will be denied or adjusted
in the future (e.g. healthcare-associated infections), there will be more potential for costs savings.

•

Purchasers encounter complicated implementation issues related to nonpayment policies; nevertheless, Medicare’s nonpayment policy provides a basis to inform state policies. Policies should
be informed by evidence.

•

Nonpayment policies are an opportunity to build momentum toward broader system change. In
fact, most states that have adopted nonpayment policies have done so as part of broader patient
safety, quality improvement, or health system performance improvement agendas that build on
public/private collaboration to improve quality and reduce costs.

•

Alignment of state and federal policies should not stifle innovation; experimentation is needed
prior to standardization. Federal policy should provide a floor but not a ceiling, so that states can
use their unique expertise and experiences to drive systems improvement.

Participants see value in aligning federal and state nonpayment policies as one of many areas in which
future alignment between federal and state policies can advance health system reform.
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Appendix A: Events Specified in State and Federal Nonpayment Policies
0ROGRAM

%VENTS $ENIED
0AYMENT

,IST OF %VENTS

#ENTERS FOR
-EDICARE AND
-EDICAID 3ERVICES
#-3 -EDICARE

(OSPITAL
!CQUIRED
#ONDITIONS














6ASCULAR CATHETER ASSOCIATED INFECTION
-EDIASTINITIS AFTER CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS GRAFT SURGERY
-ANIFESTATIONS OF POOR GLYCEMIC CONTROL
3URGICAL SITE INFECTION FOLLOWING CERTAIN ORTHOPEDIC PROCEDURES
3URGICAL SITE INFECTION FOLLOWING BARIATRIC SURGERY FOR OBESITY
$EEP VEIN THROMBOSIS AND PULMONARY EMBOLISM FOLLOWING
CERTAIN ORTHOPEDIC PROCEDURES



&OREIGN OBJECT INADVERTENTLY LEFT IN PATIENT AFTER SURGERY
$EATHDISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH INTRAVASCULAR AIR EMBOLISM
$EATHDISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH INCOMPATIBLE BLOOD
3TAGE THREE OR FOUR PRESSURE ULCERS AFTER ADMISSION
(OSPITAL ACQUIRED INJURIES FRACTURES DISLOCATIONS INTRACRANIAL
INJURY CRUSHING INJURY BURN AND OTHER UNSPECI½ED EFFECTS OF
EXTERNAL CAUSE
#ATHETER ASSOCIATED URINARY TRACT INFECTION

0REVENTABLE
3URGICAL %RRORS





3URGERY PERFORMED ON THE WRONG BODY PART
3URGERY PERFORMED ON THE WRONG PATIENT
7RONG SURGICAL PROCEDURES ON A PATIENT

#OLORADO -EDICAID

3ERIOUS
2EPORTABLE
%VENTS

!S DE½NED AS HOSPITAL ACQUIRED CONDITIONS BY #-3 -EDICARE

+ANSAS -EDICAID

(OSPITAL
!CQUIRED
#ONDITIONS

4HE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS AS DE½NED BY #-3 -EDICARE

.EVER %VENTS

!S DE½NED BY #-3 -EDICARE THROUGH  NATIONAL COVERAGE DETERMINATIONS .#$S 

+ANSAS -EDICAL
!SSISTANCE
0ROGRAM
















&OREIGN /BJECT 2ETAINED !FTER 3URGERY
!IR %MBOLISM
0RESSURE 5LCERS 3TAGES ))) AND )6
&ALLS AND 4RAUMA FRACTURES DISLOCATIONS INTRACRANIAL INJURIES CRUSHING INJURIES BURNS ELECTRIC SHOCK
#ATHETER !SSOCIATED 5RINARY 4RACT )NFECTION
6ASCULAR #ATHETER !SSOCIATED )NFECTION
-ANIFESTATIONS OF 0OOR 'LYCEMIC #ONTROL
3URGICAL 3ITE )NFECTION -EDIASTINITIS !FTER #ORONARY !RTERY "YPASS 'RAFT
3URGICAL 3ITE )NFECTION &OLLOWING #ERTAIN /RTHOPEDIC 0ROCEDURES
3URGICAL 3ITE )NFECTION &OLLOWING "ARIATRIC 3URGERY FOR /BESITY
$EEP 6EIN 4HROMBOSIS $64 0ULMONARY %MBOLISM 0% &OLLOWING #ERTAIN /RTHOPEDIC 0ROCEDURES
7RONG SURGICAL OR OTHER INVASIVE PROCEDURE PERFORMED ON A PATIENT
3URGICAL OR OTHER INVASIVE PROCEDURE PERFORMED ON THE WRONG BODY PART
3URGICAL OR OTHER INVASIVE PROCEDURE PERFORMED ON THE WRONG PATIENT

%MERGENT SITUATIONS THAT OCCUR IN THE COURSE OF SURGERY ANDOR WHOSE EXIGENCY PRECLUDES OBTAINING INFORMED CONSENT ARE NOT
CONSIDERED ERRONEOUS UNDER THE DECISION
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0NEUMONIA  /THER ,UNG )NFECTIONS
!SPIRATION 0NEUMONIA
0ULMONARY %MBOLISM
/THER 0ULMONARY #OMPLICATIONS
3HOCK
#ONGESTIVE (EART &AILURE
!CUTE -YOCARDIAL )NFARCTION
#ARDIAC !RRHYTHMIAS  #ONDUCTION $ISTURBANCES
/THER #ARDIAC #OMPLICATIONS
6ENTRICULAR &IBRILLATION#ARDIAC !RREST
0ERIPHERAL 6ASCULAR #OMPLICATIONS %XCEPT 6ENOUS 4HROMBOSIS
6ENOUS 4HROMBOSIS
-AJOR 'ASTROINTESTINAL #OMPLICATIONS WITHOUT 4RANSFUSION OR
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3IGNI½CANT "LEEDING
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!CCIDENTAL 0UNCTURE,ACERATION $URING )NVASIVE 0ROCEDURE
/THER 3URGICAL #OMPLICATION ¯ -OD
0OST PROCEDURE &OREIGN "ODIES
%NCEPHALOPATHY
/THER #OMPLICATIONS OF -EDICAL #ARE
)ATROGENIC 0NEUMOTHRAX
MECHANICAL #OMPLICATION OF $EVICE )MPLANT  'RAFT
'ASTROINTESTINAL /STOMY #OMPLICATIONS
)N¾AMMATION  /THER #OMPLICATIONS OF $EVICES )MPLANTS
OR 'RAFTS %XCEPT 6ASCULAR )NFECTION
)NFECTION )N¾AMMATION  #LOTTING #OMPLICATIONS OF
0ERIPHERAL 6ASCULAR #ATHETERS  )NFUSION
)NFECTIONS DUE TO #ENTRAL 6ENOUS #ATHETERS
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0AYMENT
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-EDICAL #ARE AND
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&OREIGN OBJECT INADVERTENTLY LEFT IN PATIENT AFTER SURGERY
!IR EMBOLISM
"LOOD INCOMPATIBILITY
3TAGE THREE OR FOUR PRESSURE ULCERS AFTER ADMISSION
&ALLS AND TRAUMA FRACTURES DISLOCATIONS INTRACRANIAL INJURY CRUSHING INJURY BURN AND OTHER UNSPECI½ED EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL CAUSE
#ATHETER ASSOCIATED URINARY TRACT INFECTION
6ASCULAR CATHETER ASSOCIATED INFECTION
-EDIASTINITIS AFTER CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS GRAFT SURGERY
-ANIFESTATIONS OF POOR GLYCEMIC CONTROL
3URGICAL SITE INFECTION FOLLOWING CERTAIN ORTHOPEDIC PROCEDURES
3URGICAL SITE INFECTION FOLLOWING BARIATRIC SURGERY FOR OBESITY
$EEP VEIN THROMBOSIS AND PULMONARY EMBOLISM FOLLOWING CERTAIN ORTHOPEDIC PROCEDURES
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0ROGRAM

%VENTS $ENIED
0AYMENT

,IST OF %VENTS

-ISSOURI -EDICAID

0REVENTABLE
3ERIOUS !DVERSE
%VENTS OR
(OSPITAL OR
!MBULATORY
3URGICAL #ENTER
!CQUIRED
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.1&´S 3ERIOUS 2EPORTABLE %VENTS AS OF $ECEMBER   AND THE #-3 LIST OF -EDICARE (OSPITAL !CQUIRED #ONDITIONS (!#S NON
PAYABLE BY -EDICARE AS OF $ECEMBER   ,ISTED IN 2EGULATION

-/ (EALTHNET

















3URGERY PERFORMED ON THE WRONG BODY PART
3URGERY PERFORMED ON THE WRONG PATIENT
7RONG SURGICAL PROCEDURE ON A PATIENT
&OREIGN OBJECT LEFT IN A PATIENT AFTER SURGERY OR OTHER PROCEDURE
)NTRAOPERATIVE OR IMMEDIATELY POST OPERATIVE DEATH IN A NORMAL
HEALTH PATIENT
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF
CONTAMINATED DRUGS DEVICES OR BIOLOGICS PROVIDED BY THE
HEALTHCARE FACILITY
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OR
FUNCTION OF A DEVICE IN PATIENT CARE IN WHICH THE DEVICE IS USED OR
FUNCTIONS OTHER THAN AS INTENDED
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH INTRAVASCULAR
AIR EMBOLISM THAT OCCURS WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A HEALTHCARE
FACILITY
)NFANT DISCHARGED TO THE WRONG PERSON
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH PATIENT
ELOPEMENT DISAPPEARANCE FOR MORE THAN FOUR  HOURS
0ATIENT SUICIDE OR ATTEMPTED SUICIDE RESULTING IN SERIOUS
DISABILITY WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A HEALTHCARE FACILITY
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH A MEDICATION
ERROR ERROR INVOLVING THE WRONG DRUG WRONG DOSE WRONG
PATIENT WRONG TIME WRONG RATE WRONG PREPARATION OR WRONG
ROUTE OF ADMINISTRATION
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH A HEMOLYTIC
REACTION DUE TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF !"/ INCOMPATIBLE BLOOD
OR BLOOD PRODUCTS
-ATERNAL DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH LABOR OR
DELIVERY ON A LOW RISK PREGNANCY WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A
HEALTHCARE FACILITY














0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH
HYPOGLYCEMIA THE ONSET OF WHICH OCCURS WHILE THE PATIENT
IS BEING CARED FOR IN A HEALTHCARE FACILITY
$EATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY +ERNICTERUS ASSOCIATED WITH
FAILURE TO IDENTIFY AND TREAT HYPERBILIRUBINEMIA IN NEONATES
3TAGE  OR  PRESSURE ULCERS ACQUIRED AFTER ADMISSION TO A
HEALTHCARE FACILITY
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY DUE TO SPINAL
MANIPULATIVE THERAPY
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH AN
ELECTRIC SHOCK WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A HEALTHCARE FACILITY
!NY INCIDENT IN WHICH A LINE DESIGNATED FOR OXYGEN OR OTHER
GAS TO BE DELIVERED TO A PATIENT CONTAINS THE WRONG GAS OR
IS CONTAMINATED BY TOXIC SUBSTANCES
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH A
BURN INCURRED FROM ANY SOURCE WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A
HEALTHCARE FACILITY
0ATIENT DEATH ASSOCIATED WITH A FALL WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN
A HEALTHCARE FACILITY
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE
OF RESTRAINTS OR BEDRAILS WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A HEALTHCARE
FACILITY
!NY INSTANCE OF CARE ORDERED BY OR PROVIDED BY SOMEONE
IMPERSONATING A PHYSICIAN NURSE PHARMACIST OR OTHER
LICENSED HEALTHCARE PROVIDER
!BDUCTION OF A PATIENT OF ANY AGE
3EXUAL ASSAULT ON A PATIENT WITHIN OR ON THE GROUNDS OF A
HEALTHCARE FACILITY
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,IST OF %VENTS
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.EW 9ORK -EDICAID

3ERIOUS !DVERSE
.EVER %VENTS

0ARTIAL LIST OF .1&´S  3ERIOUS 2EPORTABLE %VENTS








/REGON 0UBLIC
%MPLOYEE "ENE½TS
"OARD 0%"" AND
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"ENE½T "OARD
/%""

3ERIOUS !DVERSE
%VENTS

4RANSFUSION REACTION
!IR EMBOLISM
&OREIGN BODY LEFT DURING THE PROCEDURE
3URGERY ON THE WRONG SIDE WRONG BODY PART OR WRONG PERSON OR WRONG SURGERY PERFORMED ON A PATIENT

3URGERY PERFORMED ON WRONG BODY PART
3URGERY PERFORMED ON WRONG PATIENT
7RONG SURGICAL PROCEDURE PERFORMED ON A PATIENT
0ATIENT DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH A MEDICATION ERROR
0ATIENT DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH USE OF CONTAMINATED DRUGS
DEVICES BIOLOGICS PROVIDED BY HEALTHCARE FACILITY
0ATIENT DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OR FUNCTION OF A
DEVICE IN PATIENT CARE IN WHICH THE DEVICE IS USED OR FUNCTIONS
OTHER THAN AS INTENDED
0ATIENT DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH AN ELECTRIC SHOCK WHILE BEING
CARED FOR IN A HEALTH CARE FACILITY








!NY INCIDENT IN WHICH A LINE DESIGNATED FOR OXYGEN OR OTHER
GAS TO BE DELIVERED TO A PATIENT CONTAINS THE WRONG GAS OR IS
CONTAMINATED BY A TOXIC SUBSTANCE
0ATIENT DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH A BURN INCURRED FROM ANY
SOURCE WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A HEALTHCARE FACILITY
0ATIENT DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF RESTRAINTS OR
BEDRAILS WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A HEALTHCARE FACILITY
2ETENTION OF A FOREIGN OBJECT IN A PATIENT AFTER SURGERY OR
OTHER PROCEDURE
0ATIENT DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH A REACTION TO ADMINISTRATION
OF !"/ INCOMPATIBLE BLOOD OR BLOOD PRODUCTS
0ATIENT DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH INTRAVASCULAR AIR EMBOLISM
THAT OCCURS WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A HEALTHCARE FACILITY

.1&´S  3ERIOUS !DVERSE %VENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING



AS DE½NED BY THE /REGON !SSOCIATION OF (OSPITALS AND (EALTH 3YSTEMS IN ITS ±'UIDELINES FOR .ON 0AYMENT FOR 3ERIOUS !DVERSE
%VENTS² AND ADOPTED BY /REGON MEMBER HOSPITALS OR AS DE½NED BY THE 7ASHINGTON 3TATE (OSPITAL !SSOCIATION AND ADOPTED BY
7ASHINGTON MEMBER HOSPITALS AND
TO THE EXTENT SUCH 3ERIOUS !DVERSE %VENTS ARE READILY IDENTI½ABLE THROUGH ELECTRONIC CLAIMS DATA RECEIVED BY #ONTRACTOR
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0ROGRAM

%VENTS $ENIED
0AYMENT

,IST OF %VENTS

0ENNSYLVANIA
-EDICAID -EDICAL
!SSISTANCE

0REVENTABLE
3ERIOUS !DVERSE
%VENTS














7ASHINGTON
-EDICAID

7RONG SURGICAL PROCEDURE ON PATIENT
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE
OF CONTAMINATED DRUGS DEVICES OR BIOLOGICS PROVIDED BY
THE HEALTHCARE FACILITY
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE
OR FUNCTION OF A DEVICE IN PATIENT CARE IN WHICH THE DEVICE
IS USED OR FUNCTIONS OTHER THAN AS INTENDED
0ATIENT SUICIDE OR ATTEMPTED SUICIDE RESULTING IN SERIOUS
DISABILITY WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A HEALTHCARE FACILITY
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH A
MEDICATION ERROR EG ERROR INVOLVING THE WRONG DRUG
WRONG DOSE WRONG PATIENT WRONG TIME WRONG RATE WRONG
PREPARATION OR WRONG ROUTE OF ADMINISTRATION
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH A FALL
WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A HEALTHCARE FACILITY
5NEXPECTED REMOVAL OF ORGAN
5NEXPECTED AMPUTATION OF LIMB
)NTRAOPERATIVE OR IMMEDIATELY POST OPERATIVE DEATH IN A
NORMAL HEALTHY PATIENT DE½NED AS A #LASS  PATIENT FOR
PURPOSES OF THE !MERICAN 3OCIETY OF !NESTHESIOLOGISTS
PATIENT SAFETY INITIATIVE










0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH A HEMOLYTIC
REACTION DUE TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF !"/(,! INCOMPATIBLE
BLOOD OR BLOOD PRODUCTS
-ATERNAL DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH LABOR OR
DELIVERY ON A LOW RISK PREGNANCY WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A
HEALTHCARE FACILITY
3TAGE  OR  PRESSURE ULCERS ACQUIRED AFTER ADMISSION TO A
HEALTHCARE FACILITY EXCLUDING THOSE THAT PROGRESS FROM 3TAGE  TO
3TAGE 
3EVERE ALLERGIC REACTION
2ETENTION OF A FOREIGN OBJECT IN PATIENT AFTER SURGERY OR OTHER
PROCEDURE
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH A HEMOLYTIC
REACTION DUE TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF !"/(,! INCOMPATIBLE
BLOOD OR BLOOD PRODUCTS
0ATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH A BURN
INCURRED FROM ANY SOURCE WHILE BEING CARED FOR IN A HEALTHCARE
FACILITY
-EDICATION %RROR PATIENT DEATH OR SERIOUS DISABILITY ASSOCIATED
WITH A MEDICATION ERROR

.URSING &ACILITY
0REVENTABLE
3ERIOUS !DVERSE
%VENTS

4O BE SPECI½ED IN A $EPARTMENT OF 0UBLIC 7ELFARE BULLETIN

(OSPITAL
!CQUIRED
#ONDITIONS AND
3ERIOUS !DVERSE
%VENTS

.1&´S  3ERIOUS !DVERSE %VENTS AND #-3 -EDICARE IDENTI½ED (OSPITAL !CQUIRED #ONDITIONS
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Appendix B: Nonpayment Policy Language Concerning Patient Billing
Program

Language Concerning Patient Billing

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services,
Medicare

“The hospital cannot bill the beneficiary for any charges associated with the hospital-acquired complication.”

Colorado

“Once such rules are adopted, patients should no longer be billed or balance-billed for services related to SREs.”

Medicaid
Kansas Medicaid
(Kansas Medical Assistance Program)
Maine

Hospitals must follow Medicare billing for hospital-acquired conditions (HACs). HACs must be properly coded using the
appropriate present on admission (POA) indicator.
“A health care facility is prohibited from knowingly charging a patient or the patient’s insurer or the patient’s employer…for
health care services it provided as a result of or to correct a mistake or preventable adverse event caused by that health care
facility.”

(all payers)
Maryland Health Services Cost Review
Commission

None.

(all payers)
Massachusetts

“Providers of these services are not permitted to bill members for the costs associated with these events.”

(5 agencies: Office of Medicaid, Health
Safety Net, Commonwealth Connector,
Group Insurance Commission and
Department of Correction)

“Charges for services deemed not billable by this policy are not billable to the patient, the patient’s next of kin, the patient’s
representative, or any other payer.”

Minnesota

“A hospital shall not bill a recipient of services for any payment disallowed under this subdivision.”

(3 programs:
Medicaid (Medical Assistance),
General Assistance Medical Care, and
MinnesotaCare)

“ A physician shall not bill a recipient of services for any payment disallowed under this subdivision.”

Missouri

“MO HealthNet participant shall not be liable for payment for an item or service related to a serious adverse event or hospital
or ambulatory surgical center-acquired condition or the treatment of consequences of a serious adverse event or hospital or
ambulatory surgical center-acquired condition that would have been otherwise payable by the MO HealthNet Division.”

Medicaid (MO HealthNet)
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Program

Language Concerning Patient Billing

New Jersey

“A physician licensed by the State Board of Medical Examiners pursuant to Title 45 of the Revised Statutes, who acknowledges
responsibility for causing a condition for which a hospital is prohibited from obtaining payment from a patient or any third
party payer pursuant to subsection a of this section, shall not charge or otherwise seek to obtain payment from a patient or
any third party payer for costs associated with the condition.”

(all payers)
New York

The provider has to accept the Medicaid payment as payment in full per 42 CFR 447.15. No balance billing (or patient billing)
to recover costs that the state adjusts for a never event would be permitted.

Medicaid
Oregon Public Employee Benefits Board
(PEBB) and Oregon Educators
Benefit Board (OEBB)

Qualified conditions should not be billed to and reimbursed by PEBB’s or OEBB’s self-insured/fully insured carriers;
consequently, PEBB or OEBB members should not be billed corresponding copayments or coinsurance.

Pennsylvania

Section 3(a) of Act 1 of 2009 sets forth the general rules around the payment policies for preventable serious adverse events
as follows: “A health care provider may not knowingly seek payment from a health payor or patient:
(1) for a preventable serious adverse event; or (2) for any services required to correct or treat the problem created by a
preventable serious adverse event when that event occurred under their control. Section (b) relating to Refunds sets forth.-A health care provider who discovers that payment has unknowingly been sought for a preventable serious adverse event or
services required to correct or treat the problem created by such an event shall immediately notify the health payor, or patient
and shall refund any payment received within 30 days of discovery or receipt of payment, whichever is later.”

Medical Assistance (Medicaid)

Washington

“The client cannot be held liable for payment.”

Medicaid
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Appendix C: National Quality Forum List of Serious Reportable Events35
Surgical Events
• Surgery performed on the wrong body part
• Surgery performed on the wrong patient
• Wrong surgical procedure performed on a patient
• Unintended retention of a foreign object in a patient after surgery or other procedure
• Intraoperative or immediately post-operative death in an ASA Class 1 patient
Product or Device Events
• Patient death or serious disability associated with the use of contaminated drugs, devices, or biologics
provided by the healthcare facility
• Patient death or serious disability associated with the use or function of a device in patient care, in which
the device is used or functions other than as intended
• Patient death or serious disability associated with intravascular air embolism that occurs while being cared
for in a healthcare facility
Patient Protection Events
• Infant discharged to the wrong person
• Patient death or serious disability associated with patient elopement (disappearance)
• Patient suicide, or attempted suicide resulting in serious disability, while being cared for in a healthcare
facility
Care Management Events
• Patient death or serious disability associated with a medication error (e.g., errors involving the wrong drug,
wrong dose, wrong patient, wrong time, wrong rate, wrong preparation, or wrong route of administration)
• Patient death or serious disability associated with a hemolytic reaction due to the administration of ABO/
HLA-incompatible blood or blood products
• Maternal death or serious disability associated with labor or delivery in a low-risk pregnancy while being
cared for in a healthcare facility
• Patient death or serious disability associated with hypoglycemia, the onset of which occurs while the patient is being cared for in a healthcare facility
• Death or serious disability associated with failure to identify and treat hyperbilirubinemia in neonates
• Stage 3 or 4 pressure ulcers acquired after admission to a healthcare facility
• Patient death or serious disability due to spinal manipulative therapy
• Artificial insemination with the wrong donor sperm or wrong egg
Environmental Events
• Patient death or serious disability associated with an electric shock or elective cardioversion while being
cared for in a healthcare facility
• Any incident in which a line designated for oxygen or other gas to be delivered to a patient contains the
wrong gas or is contaminated by toxic substances
• Patient death or serious disability associated with a burn incurred from any source while being cared for in
a healthcare facility
• Patient death or serious disability associated with a fall while being cared for in a healthcare facility
• Patient death or serious disability associated with the use of restraints or bedrails while being cared for in a
healthcare facility
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Criminal Events
• Any instance of care ordered by or provided by someone impersonating a physician, nurse, pharmacist, or
other licensed healthcare provider
• Abduction of a patient of any age
• Sexual assault on a patient within or on the grounds of the healthcare facility
• Death or significant injury of a patient or staff member resulting from a physical assault (i.e., battery) that occurs within or on the grounds of the healthcare facility
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